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About This Content

About

This is an add-on for The Tenth Line that includes a book of artwork and the digital soundtrack to the game.

The art book is in 120dpi PDF format, and includes artwork of all characters and locations in the game, including never-before-
seen concept sketches and designs, and developer/artist notes on their production! The total length is 68 pages.

The soundtrack contains 26 high-quality FLAC format tracks of the game's music composed by Alan Monteiro, along with
track titles and metadata for easy import into your favorite music device or service.

After purchasing, you can access the files by choosing to "View Local Files" for The Tenth Line, then looking under the "DLC"
folder.
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Soundtrack Track Listing

"The Tenth Line" (2:43)

"Pangs" (2:00)

"Make a Mark" (1:59)

"The Feeling Fades" (0:50)

"A Churning in the Distance" (1:33)

"Deeds by Candlelight" (1:39)

"A Friend As Real As I" (1:48)

"Quad Pro Quo" (1:45)

"A Moment To Shine" (2:00)

"Tales Told by Torchlight" (1:30)

"Never So Simple" (1:54)

"Green and Grey" (1:33)

"Green and Gold" (1:32)

"Shelter from Wind and Rain" (2:39)

"Warrior's Glen" (1:29)

"Above All Else" (1:25)

"A Sky Made of Tar" (1:32)

"How It Once Was" (1:39)

"Those Who Stepped Lightly" (1:34)

"Dance of Earth and Sky" (1:41)

"Fractured and Swept Away" (1:31)

"In Spite of All Else" (2:09)

"That Which Tales Are Written Of" (1:37)

"Taper's End" (1:41)

"One Over Infinity" (2:13)

"The Tenth Line (Reprise)" (3:33)
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Title: The Tenth Line - Digital Art Book + Soundtrack
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
Sungazer Software
Publisher:
Sungazer Software
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Storage: 362 MB available space

Additional Notes: Music is in FLAC format; Book is in PDF format

English
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Good game.
Beautiful graphics, simple mechanics and interesting gameplay
Especially liked the levels, where the enemies was more than one
I want more levels!. To me, this seemed to be less of a game and more of a manual graph problem solver. I'm not so sure I'll be
playing this again.. this game is amazing its a fun boredom busting game that gives you WEEKS of entertainment. even when
you get bored of it the constant updates should mean that you come back again.. 30 minutes of gameplay for 5 dollars. WTF?!.
bought this game for a coop-session. After 2 hours we switched to something else. Nothing really good about this game to
report.

2/10 points in my opinion; not really worth to pay money for. (Update): The game has had development, and I can see they are
on the right track. One thing I would suggest changing is how stories are collected. I don't know what a better option is, but I
know that the current method hurts my eyes.

Concept: 100%
Work in progress: 100%

I think this will be a fantastic game! The developer has a long way to go though. I haven't played much, but I feel like until there
is more work done, I will get aggrivated at the lack of work done so far.

I look forward to the future development and will probably check back in a few months.. Why does this count as part of the
season pass? it was release dlc. A haunting, hopeful game. I love it for a lot of conventional reasons - interesting gameplay, a
genuine sense of exploration, compelling narrative - but there is also something about it that I can't quite put my finger on.
You'll know what the odd things are when they happen, but the way the game presents them makes you feel them in a unusual
but magnetic way.

You should really play this.. This game is fun but the last puzzle in the one free level is about prime numbers with no hints until
you just give up and use the hint system.
also all the other levels need to be payed to play. My childhood game :D
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Short and easy HOG with 3 trading card drops and 8 achievements obtainable in one playthrough which took me about two and
a half hours without any hints or help.
The puzzles are fairly easy as are the HO scenes, even though some objects are tiny and hard to spot and the item hitboxes are a
little off sometimes.
There are two difficulty settings which determine how long hints take to recharge and whether interactive zones sparkle; hints
can also be switched off entirely.
Storywise you get the typical evil-entity-abduction-plot, but except for cutscenes in the beginning and end it isn't really enforced
anyway. There is a stationary map but no fast travel, which is a little annoying but bearable as the game has several
chapters\/areas that are closed off taskwise. Graphics are pretty standard dark-abandoned-place-style, not as beautifully drawn
as in some other HOGs, but look nice enough.
The German translation is surprisingly good, as is the logic of item use compared to some other HOGs.
Contrary to some other reviews I did not encounter any bugs and the game worked fine.

tl;dr: very short, pretty easy, works fine.. Underwhelming. Apparently low effort application.

Played this on the HTC Vive, and first of all, the sense of scale on the model which is supposed to be "you" is like, some
shunken malformed guy. Besides that, getting my head centered on this weird maniquin of myself was a needlessly inconvieniet.
I had to swivel around in my chair, and move to the center of my playspace to get the chaparone lines to disappear. Then I had
to take my headset off my head, hold it in the air with my hand behind me where I eventually wanted to be playing, while
reaching back behind me to my computer to hit F12 to recenter. Just recentering doesn't help, because recentering doesn't
actually rotate the camera. So, not only is it a spider phobia simulator, it's also a broken neck simulator if your setup isn't facing
the way the application expects to begin with.

Jokes aside... this application was clearly designed for the Rift, and shoe-horned onto the Vive. You look at a piece of paper to
get more or less spiders in the scene. There are 5 levels of spiders. Each level adds more spiders. If you can stand the mere sight
of essentially immoble spiders placed around the room, then congratulations--you're *cough* "cured?" The spiders never touch
you, never bite you, never move aggressivly towards you. Real spiders skitter my friends. Real spiders will crawl on you, and
leave nasty red bite marks on you if you let them--and they're the right species.

The room which the application takes place in is a high-rise building overlooking Central Park in New York. The ambiant sound
is frequently punctuated with the sounds of honking cars. I guess this game's target audience is squeemish city dwellers? Perhap
the honking were meant to add stress and unnerve you in combination with the spiders... I have no idea. I just found it annoying.

Bottom line, if this application were free, I wouldn't be complaining. But I'm sorry to say, that was $4.99 down the toilet.. Too
difficult... It's giving me stress.... I want a game that I can enjoy.. and not one that'll make me slit my throat.. quot;Move the box
of puppies to the sausage factory." Also, the puppies themselves sometimes talk on the journey, so, that's a point earned in
realism.

Let's be honest, nobody bought this game to move boring pallets from one place to another. We bought this game for the SICK
DRIFTS, SWEET BURNOUTS and of course, trying to tip the forklift over.

All in all, i bought it for a few cents, and can't think of a better and worse way to spend 'em. Grab it by the pallet whenever
convenient.. First off, I've played this game a few times already, so it's great to finally see this game on steam.

Pros:
Good Story - I like the characters and the general idea of this title. It's thought provoking and while some improvements could
be made in character development, it doesn't take too much away from the over all experience

Music - Now I know this game doesn't have any original pieces but none-the-less, the tracks were well chosen.

RPG Maker - I myself am working on an RPG Maker game, I make this a pro because it's always good to see a decent or good
RPG Maker game make it onto steam. Is this the best RPG Maker game? No. But, is it worth the purchase price, sure! You can
tell from the mapping and the story that a lot of thought and work went into this title given the engine it was built in.

Cons:
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Character Development - the game is fairly short, and the orignal was even shorter. The developer did a great job extending the
story line for this version of the game but it sometimes feels like the charcters could use more depth and weren't... filler. But,
again, not the worst by far out there.

Mapping - "Wait, didn't you mention mapping in your pros?" Yes, I did. as good as the mapping is in this game, for a
commercial product, and I thought hard about this, it could be better. By that I mean, lighting and atmosphere. It lacks in those
departments and I know the power of RPG Maker is limited, but there are solutions to this problem. I suggest the developer to
consider some broader techniques for his future projects, especially commercial ones.

Battle System: I personally don't like the battle system as much as others, and the animations are pretty copy and paste. I would
prefer to see a little more effort in this portion of an RPG. It's no where near as bad as MANY rpg maker games that I've
played, but since this is a commercial product, custom animations and a more unique battle system would have been a nice
touch.

Overall, I recommend this game. Having played the orginal and a couple versions of the current copy, it's not a bad game. The
asking price is fair for something that can be finished in 5-7 hours. I'd love to see what the dev can make with a newer engine
and some custom resourses!. If you love Red Alert 2 and Command and Conquer Generals, then you will love this game a lot!
This game was made in the RTS glory era and it's what you expect of an old school RTS! This was one of the last great RTS
games that was made before the genre died and turned♥♥♥♥♥♥

Wanna take a ride back to the great RTS era? Then this is for you!!

In my opinion it's better than Command and Conquer Generals. I wish Act of War would have continued the series til today!
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